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Digital Tool

Part of revamping of AMR One Health Network

- Revamping - 3 elements
  - Formalization to a Commission expert group
  - Creating a digital tool
  - Extending the network to stakeholders
Digital Tool - Aim

Reinforcing the **AMR One Health Network** through:

- Facilitating **communication** among network members
- Facilitate the **collaboration** between the Commission and network members
- Creating a **community**
- Creating dedicated **user friendly**, transparent tool
- Creating **better links** between public health, animal health and environmental sector
- Facilitating more coordinated and efficient way of advancing **policy making**
Digital Tool

- **New communication channel**
- **Restricted** to Platform's members
- **Moderated** by the Commission; contents under the responsibility of the users
- **To keep** exchange of information between meetings
- **Co-working instrument** and horizontal dialogue
- Users' **proactivity** and willingness
Digital Tool Structure

- **Agora**: the common space, available to all registered users

- **Subgroups**: members-only access working networks on specific issues, as mandated by the Commission e.g.:
  - National Action Plans (NAPs)
  - AMR targets

- **Thematic networks**: accessible to all users and open to discussion on thematic issues, besides sub-groups

**Working language: English**
Networks' structure

- Link to all Networks
- Search buttons: by type, by keywords
- Latest content
  - News
  - Events
  - Documents (Library)
- List of members: by activity, by alphabetic order, added recently
- FAQ
Features and functionalities

• **Share information, create polls** and **start discussions** in *News*

• **Share events**, meetings and follow-ups in the shared calendar

• **Upload documents** in the *Library*

• **React to members' activities** with comments and likes or add to favourites

• **The Newsletter**, latest *news* of your networks, send to all members to increase the visibility of your initiatives

Features are the same for all networks
Some examples

- The Health Policy Platform
- The Animal Welfare Platform
- The ERN Collaborative Platform
- The Heads of Food Safety Agencies
- The Food Losses and Food Waste Platform
Timeline

- February 2022 – initial version of digital tool and launch for **pilot usage** and feedback [2 months]
- Full version by Autumn 2022
- Reflect on candidate subjects / networks
- Use a network in the platform for suggestions

Candidates for pilot phase?
Please email by 25.02.2022 at:
SANTE-AMR-ONE-HEALTH@ec.europa.eu